Bianca Turner – Los Angeles / USA

Bianca Turner’s paintings are deeply inspired by nature and its vivid colors
and reflections of light. The shiny quality in her work created by mixing bright colored
paint with glitter represents a fantasy world where her imagination and the elements of
the universe intertwine.
Turner sees art as “the definition of infinity” and her work explores the
continuous transmutation of the evolving essence of life and nature. Visions and words
turn into colors and textures to create new narratives in this dimension of infinity.
Turner is a self-taught artist, born in Alba-Iulia, Romania. She holds a PhD in
International Economic Relations, a Master's degree in economics and a Bachelor
degree in biochemistry. She also attended four years of postgraduate courses for marine
biology.
Turner has painted since 2002 and lives in the USA since 1996. Her works
hang in private and corporate international collections, and at Haegeumgang Museum in
South Korea. Turner's artistic career has been featured in British Vogue, London Lux,
House of Coco, Masters of Contemporary Art, Art in America, LA Voyage, and other
specialty art magazines. She received the Woman Art Award from MUSA International
Art Space in Madrid, Spain in 2018 and the Certificate of Excellence in Art from
Creative Circle in Lyon, France.
Recently she was awarded with the Leonardo da Vinci International Prize - The
Universal Artist, which she received in Florence, Italy, in January 2020. She currently
lives in Los Angeles, California and works from her home studio. Her 2021 - 2023 art
projects include solo and group exhibitions in Los Angeles, Shanghai, Buenos Aires,
New York, Miami, Rome, Barcelona, and London, and a curatorial charity event for the
underprivileged children from Los Angeles who are interested in art and have artistic
inclinations.

You can visit Turner's online gallery at www.biancaturner.art
• Or on Instagram https://www.instagram.com/biancaturnerart/
• She accepts orders through her website or via email
at info@biancaturner.art
•

